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Atmospheric correction of space images with the use of numerical matrices of radiation intensity
values recorded by the Terra/MODIS satellite, as well as simultaneous ground measurements of
optical characteristics of the atmosphere are under consideration.

The object of the study of natural resources of
the Earth by means of spaceborne devices are the
characteristics of solar radiation reflected from natural
formations on the ground surface or characteristics of
their own radiation. Solar and ground surface radiation
is transformed when passing through the atmosphere,
so it is necessary to take into account the effect of
the atmosphere.
To retrieve different characteristics of the ground
surface based on satellite observations in the visible
wavelength range, atmospheric correction of space
images is required in order to remove the distortions
introduced by the atmosphere.
Significant theoretical results were obtained when
solving the problem mathematically.1–11 Different
approaches are characterized by different degree of
simplification of the composition and structure of
the atmosphere, therefore, they are developed taking
into account different variability of the atmospheric
parameters and the variety of the types of the
underlying surface.
In this paper we suggest to use satellite data and
results of under-satellite synchronous measurements.
The space image obtained from the satellite
“Terra/MODIS” is represented in the form of two
blocks of numerical matrices corresponding to the
spectral radiance (W/(m2 ⋅ µm ⋅ sr)); an area of the
underlying surface focused on pixels of the MODIS
sensor; and the dimensionless parameter (reflection)
equal to the ratio of the upward radiation to the
radiation incident on the atmosphere top. The scanning
angle varies between –55 and +55° from nadir.
The goal of atmospheric correction of the Earth’s
surface data obtained by remote sensing with the
spaceborne devices (SD) is the estimation of the true
magnitude of the underlying surface spectral radiance.
Let Â1λ and Â2λ be the true radiance of an area of the
underlying surface and the radiance of this area
obtained from the SD sensor, respectively. The value of
Â1λ is determined by the total natural irradiance and
the albedo of this area assuming the Lambert reflection:

(

B1λ = E0λ e

– τδλ mΘ

)

cos ZΘ0 + Eλ H qλ π.
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The value of Â2λ is the sum of the true radiance
of the area of the underlying surface Â1λ attenuated
–τ m
in the atmosphere by e δλ times, and the radiance of
the upwelling total scattered radiation of the
atmosphere ↑Âλ:
B2 λ = B1λ e

− τδλ m

(

)

+ ↑Â τδ λ ,µ(ψ), ZΘ0 ,m ,

(2)

where Å0λ is the extra-atmospheric spectral solar
constant; τδλ is the optical depth of the atmosphere
extinction; mΘ is the optical mass of the atmosphere in
the direction to the Sun; m is the optical mass of the
atmosphere in the direction of sensing from SD; ZΘ0 is
the zenith angle of the Sun; ÅλÍ is the component of
natural spectral irradiance formed by the scattered
light of the sky, qλ is the spectral albedo of the
underlying surface; ↑Âλ is the total radiance of the
upwelling scattered radiation of the atmosphere in
the direction of sensing from SD depending on the
optical depth, phase function, zenith angle of the
Sun, optical mass of the atmosphere in the direction
of sensing, as well as the multiply scattered direct
radiation, and the radiation reflected from the
underlying surface in the atmosphere.
Let us consider the conditions, under which Â1λ
and Â2λ can be equal.
Represent the true radiance of the underlying
surface in the form

Â1λ = (Â2λ – ↑Âλ)/e

–τδλm

.

–τδλm

)Â2λ, then Â2λ = Â1λ, and then:
If ↑Âλ = (1 – e
–τδλm
)Â2λ, then Â2λ < Â1λ, and at
if ↑Âλ < (1 – e
–τ m
↑Âλ > (1 – e δλ )Â2λ we have Â2λ > Â1λ.
To determine the true magnitude of the spectral
radiance of the underlying surface area from the remote
–τ
sensing data (DRS), it is necessary to know e δλ and
↑Âλ. The value of the spectral optical depth of the
atmosphere extinction τδλ can be determined from
ground-based
measurements.
The
synchronous
magnitude of the radiance of upwelling total scattered
radiation of the atmosphere, in an ideal case, is equal

(1)
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to the radiance of absolutely black part of the
underlying surface sensed from SD. To determine
↑Âλ, one can use the fact that the spectral coefficient
of the radiance of deep reservoirs with transparent
water observed to nadir (out of the “solar track”) is
significantly less than the albedo of these reservoirs.
The reservoir radiance observed to nadir is formed by
the radiance of the water depth and the radiance of
the scattered radiation reflected by the water
reservoir surface from the zenith part of the sky.12
Spectral dependencies of the energetic radiance
of different water reservoirs (Caspian Sea, lakes
Balkhash, Issyk-Kul, Charyn) have been analyzed, as
well as literature data on the radiance of the “ocean
– atmosphere” system.12 The results of the analysis
have shown that the values of the spectral energetic
radiance over Issyk-Kul and ocean are the closest.
To conduct atmospheric correction using RSD
from MODIS, the spectral values of the radiance
over Issyk-Kul on September 17, 2004 were used at
sensing practically to nadir. To take into account the
radiance of the water reservoir depth, the data on the
spectral radiance of the central part of Black Sea
were used obtained in the framework of the program
“Interkosmos” from the Scientific-Research Vessel
(SPV)
Professor Kolesnikov of the Marine
Hydrophysical Institute AS of Ukraine (the board
height is 5 m).
The radiance spectra over Issyk-Kul obtained
from MODIS on September 17, 2004 and from SRV
Professor Kolesnikov (Black Sea) are shown in Fig. 1,
as well as the obtained from these data radiance
spectrum of the upwelling scattered radiation of the
atmosphere ↑Âλ necessary for taking into account the
background of the scattered radiation in the
atmospheric correction. The data were obtained at
ZΘ0 of about 40°.
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Fig. 1. Spectral energetic radiances: of upward radiation over
Issyk-Kul, September 17, 2004 (1); of Black Sea (2); radiance
of upward scattered radiation of the atmosphere (3). N is the
number of spectral channels of the “Terra/MODIS” satellite.

Having the spectral energetic radiance of the
upwelling scattered radiation of the atmosphere and
the data of synchronous field measurements of the
optical characteristics of the atmosphere on September
17, 2004, perform the atmospheric correction of two
arbitrary selected areas of the underlying surface
between lakes Balkhash and Issyk-Kul at the same
scanning angles (α = 25°).
The radiance spectra are shown in Fig. 2 in
absolute energetic units of selected pixels before and
after the atmospheric correction.
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Fig. 2. Spectral energetic radiance on September 17, 2004
before (1 and 2) and after (1′ and 2′) atmospheric correction.
Pixels 1 and 2 are arbitrary selected in the region between
lakes Balkhash and Issyk-Kul. N is the number of spectral
channels of the “Terra/MODIS” satellite.

As is seen in Fig. 2, atmospheric correction
significantly changes the radiance spectrum of the
areas of the underlying surface, obtained from SD,
especially in the short-wave spectral range. The
radiance of pixel 2 at λ = 0.412 µm decreases from 66
to 17.5 W/(m2 ⋅ µm ⋅ sr).
To illustrate the spatial distribution of the
spectral energetic radiance of the sensed part of the
underlying surface before and after atmospheric
correction, the pixel line is taken along the flight of
SD at the same scanning angle α = 25° and λ = 0.412
and 0.479 µm. The part with varied underlying surface
and mountains was selected.
The radiance distribution before and after
atmospheric correction is shown in Figs. 3 and 4. The
range of the radiance variation for the selected parts
of the pixel line is between 0–70 W/(m2 ⋅ µm ⋅ sr)
and 0–250 W/(m2 ⋅ µm ⋅ sr).
It is seen that for less values of the radiance
atmospheric correction leads to essential decrease of
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the values of the radiance (Fig. 3a). The curves for
mountain parts at great values of the radiance are
crossed. It is caused by the fact that, as is shown above,
–τ m
at ↑Âλ = (1 – e δλ )Â2λ the portions of the background
scattered upwelling radiation and the attenuation of
the true radiance magnitude of the pixel by the
atmosphere become equal, i.e., Â2λ = Â1λ. Analogous
manner of variations of the spatial distribution of the
radiance is also observed at λ = 0.479 µm (see Fig. 4).
The scale is different. (Resolution at 0.412 and
0.479 µm is different: 500×500 and 1000×1000 m, and
the numbers of pixels along abscissa differ multiply).
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Fig. 4. Radiance distribution along the pixel line before (1)
and after (2) atmospheric correction for the pixels: 880–925 (a);
930–980 (b) at λ = 0.479 µm, 3-d channel.
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Fig. 3. Radiance distribution along the pixel line before (1)
and after (2) atmospheric correction for the pixels: 405–455 (a);
465–505 (b) at λ = 0.412 µm, 8th channel.

The results of atmospheric correction are
presented for two arbitrary selected pixels and at two
wavelengths in the visible spectral range along the
pixel line with maximum range of the radiance values
recorded by the sensor of the satellite device.
To perform the atmospheric correction of space
images of a finite area of the ground surface scanned
by the sensor, it is necessary to use the spectral
values of the atmospheric radiance phase function
obtained from synchronous measurements taking into
account the change of the zenith angle of the Sun for
every pixel of the space image.
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